Tokenization will provide clubs with a new financing model, which involves token-design and issuance services. A “Sport” Token issued either by each club in a league or the league association itself will provide multiple benefits like increase your funding with an amazing loyalty system for both clubs and fans alike, whilst improving a number of inefficiencies in the sponsorship and crowdfunding area.
How Sportcash One can help Clubs to grow & monetize?

**RAISE FUNDS**
Create your Company Token and raise funds by selling your custom cryptocurrency

**ENGAGE FANS**
Engage more Fans with a custom social network and rewards voting system

**SELL ITEMS**
Sell your services, tickets and gear with your custom Ecommerce multi currency
The crowdfunding industry is projected to grow to over $300 billion by 2025.

$34 billion
Global Amount Raised by Crowdfunding

$17.2 billion
North American Crowdfunding Revenue

$85.74 million
South American Crowdfunding Revenue

CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET
Size of the blockchain technology market worldwide 2020 - 222 BILLIONS USD

ESPORTS MARKET
The overall esports market is expected to grow from USD 694.2 million in 2017 and is expected to reach USD 2,174.8 million by 2023, at a CAGR of 18.61%

GLOBAL SPORTS MARKET EQUIPMENT
2017 / 2023 Period Grow expected of 7.1% WORLD

SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISE
Ad spend will see an annual growth rate of 8.7% and likely reach $102 billion by 2020
5 SIMPLE STEPS TO RAISE FUNDS AND ENGAGE FANS

How you will make money

01 Tokenize
Create your Club Tokens with a dedicated economy and digital blockchain wallet

02 SCO Token Sell
Sport Coins Sell - Sell tokens to your fans or partners and raise funds for your Club projects

03 Engage
Engage Fans with a custom social platform with cryptocurrency, rewards and a voting system

04 CROWDFUNDING
Crowdfund your projects and team with the power of your fans and the blockchain technology

05 E-commerce multicurrencies
Sell items and get commission on Items sold in your custom Ecommerce
ENROLL TODAY

Start your journey and use the power of the
Sportcash One Products

TEST OUR PRODUCTS

SOCIAL NETWORK CROWDFUNDING
https://social.sportcash.one/

DIGITAL WALLET CRYPTOCURRENCY
https://wallet.sportcash.one
User – sportcash
Password – hiddenwallet

E-COMMERCE SHOP
https://demoshop.sportcash.one

STATER PACKAGE
FREE
Commision package
Social network
Ecommerce
Digital Wallet
Enroll Now →

PRO PACKAGE
ASK FOR PRICES
Customized package
Tokenization
Social crowdfunding
Sport E-commerce
Enroll Now →
What our Platform can offer to you

- A blockchain platform to help you raise more funds by crowdfunding or tokens sale
- Brand New Social Network to drive interaction by rewarding users with tokens and voting
- Online Shops so vendors can sell or rent their Gear, Venues, Tickets and Accommodations
- Sportcash One Token Coin: $SCOneX, available on day 1
- Advertising to generate revenue and traction
- Custom Token for Clubs and Affiliations to increase support
- Worldwide Support for Athletes
Why to invest?
How we generate profit

- SCOne Token Sales
- Turn Key Individualized Club Tokens
- Loyalty Program Plugins and Administration
- Advertising Revenue from Our Digital Magazine
- Advertising Revenue on our Social Platform
- Commission on Items Sold in Shops
- A commission on Athlete Support
- Sportcash One Accessory Sales
Our Expansion Plan

According to Forbes the Sports Industry is reaching $73.5 Billion by 2019 in the United States only. Worldwide revenue in 2017: $90 B.

Quick numbers on markets we are hitting?

South America
Though we started in Brazil, we plan to expand all over the South American region as its the home of many of the world's greatest athletes and loyal fans.

USA
Sport industry grossing more than $200 billion net worth.

Europe
European sports sponsorship market worth €20bn in 2018

Asia
Football fans in China only:
484 million
Thailand:
121 million.
Visitors from 161 Countries

Traction and Social Proof
6 MONTHS

Token holders: 1460 users
Email Signups: 7600 users
Bounty Programs: 5500 users

Twitter followers: 2800
Instagram followers: 5000
Facebook likes: 2450
Brendan Reilly is a Double Olympian and competed at this level for over 10 years and has since spent 15 more as a Sports/Athlete Innovation Tech professional.

Roberto Moretto
CEO & Founder
Blockchain lover and code technology passionate, Roberto, is a sport entrepreneur with more than 20 years of solid experience in building companies in the Sports and Tourism industry. He represents the ISA (International Association for Surfing and SUP) in Brazil, is a professional coach, judge and course presenter. Coach and athlete with the Italian SUP team at the World ISA.

Jarno Hogeweg
CTO & Founder
Jarno is an ICT entrepreneur and project engineer with over 15 years of experience. He is active in crypto since 2014 as a blockchain consultant, investor and active contributor in the Dutch blockchain community. He is also the co-founder of Wavesnode.NET, a node on the Waves Platform.

Gregory Ryan
Management & Operational Finance
15+ years of Management Experience, started multiple companies and a board adviser to many more in the gaming, telecom, renewable energy and education space. Well versed in Operations, Finance, Bus Dev and Technology.

Wouter Schol
Main Developer Blockchain
Wouter is an enthusiast problem solver. He is a (embedded) Software Engineer/Developer, Scripting & Sys Admin. Has has experience as well as rich knowledge about different coding languages and operating systems. He is also the proud owner of the Bearwaves node on the Waves Platform.